Happy Earth Week!

See our options

Enjoy our new Green Goddess arrangement
Most of our arrangements focus on
the bright and unique array of colors
that make tropical flowers so very
special. This year we thought we'd
expand our repertoire and focus on all
the glorious shades of green our fields
offer.
Green Ice (Calathea cylindrica) is the
focus of the new Green Goddess
arrangement. This flower is lime
green with little yellow flowers,
florishs best in shade, and is native to
Brazil. A farm favorite, these amazing
flowers always thrive after a rainfall.

Get your greens

Want a chance to win the
Green Goddess arrangement FOR FREE?!
Join our Earth Day Contest!
Want to win a free tropical green arrangement in celebration of Earth Day?! If
you live in the U.S. and are over 18, join us in celebrating Earth and all of the
gorgeous plants that cover our home planet by sharing the love and connecting
with us through Instagram.
RULES:
1. Post a picture of a beautiful plant(s) that brings you joy before Earth Day
(April 22).
2. Write a caption that explains why you love and appreciate plants!
3. Tag @HanaTropicals in your photo and your caption.
4. Use the hashtag #HTEarthDay
~You must be over the age of 18 and living in the U.S. to win~
On Earth Day (April 22) the winner will be chosen at random and announced!
They will be sent our Earth Day arrangement to their United States address on
Monday April 23. Thank you for participating! Let's share the plant love.

Hana Tropicals Loves Being GREEN
Here at Hana Tropicals, we take pride in being deeply conscious of our
business methods and the packaging we utilize. We strive to be a
compassionate and consistent business that you will be proud to support.
1. We exclusively use recycled
newspaper shred to wrap each
individual fragile flower. We
buy this shred from a local nonprofit that provides jobs for
those who would otherwise have
no means of support.
2. Our boxes are 100%
compostable, as is the tissue
paper we use to gift wrap the
flowers.
3. We support and use FedEx to
deliver our flowers. FedEx
greatly cares about their impact
on the environment, and has
incredible goals they are

working hard to achieve,
making it an even more
impressive company.

We love celebrating flowers through our work. We know that our customers are
using Hana's beautiful tropical flowers to express their thanks, love or
compassion, which is the most incredible way to express gratitude for this
Earth. We thank you for being on this journey with us.

See our full philosophy

Employee
Spotlight
Passion Rutledge Cheek

Passion came to us in September
of 2017 from Maryland. She
studied Psychology at Temple
University, and loves managing
customer service and tours for
Hana Tropicals. We don't know
what we'd do without her!
Passion's favorite tropical
flowers are Indonesian Wax
Gingers and Kimi Gingers. Her
favorite past time in Hana is
stargazing at Hamoa beach.

Help us fight the stigma!
A common misconception is that

flowers are exclusively for women.
This could not be more WRONG.
Hana Tropicals welcomes dozens of
tours daily and the men are just as
enamored with our flower selection
and tropical fields as the women.
Help us fight the norm and send
flowers to your favorite guy today. We
promise, anyone can appreciate a
hand-picked gorgeous array of
colorful tropical flowers sent with love
from YOU!

Visit us!





(808) 248-7533
hanatropicals@gmail.com
www.hanatropicals.com

